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NOTES AND STUDIES
THE LUCAN ACCOUNT OF THE INSTITUTION OF
THE LORD'S SUPPER.
IN the course of the Rev. J.C. Lambert's comments in a late number 1
of the JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES on the Rev. G. H. Box's
interesting theory as to the' Jewish antecedents of the Eucharist,' he
discusses the well-known discrepancy between the Lucan account of the
Institution and that which is common to the other Synoptists in a manner
that shows how unlikely it is that critics will be content for long ,that
'the whole passage should be treated as at least doubtful.' The longest
and most detailed account of an occurrence can never be simply
neglected, unless it is proved to be of entirely secondary authority ;
and in this case acquiescence in failure would be so serious as to
throw doubt on the possibility of any satisfactory solution of the
Synoptic problem. I need not apologize then for offering even on
so well-discussed a question a theory which has not, so far as I can
ascertain, been considered as to the relation of the constituent parts of
the Lucan account to one another and to the other narratives of the
Institution : in so complicated a question even a slight alteration of
a previously attempted solution may at least suggest possibilities.
It is unnecessary to do more than indicate briefly the difficulties of
St. Luke xxii 17-20, since they have been stated so fully by Dr. Sanday
and Dr. Plummer in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bi'ble. If we adopt
with Westcott and Hort the 'Western' reading of this passage, we not only
reduce the special parallelism with 1 Cor. xi 23-5 to a single word, but
are left still with the inexplicable variation in the order of the Bread
andthe Cup, which discredits either St. Luke's version or that of St. Paul
and the Synoptists. Nor is it clear that the shorter version is to be
preferred on the a priori ground that the temptation is usually rather to
expand than to contract a narrative; for the expansion in this case only
introduces fresh confusion. If the longer reading of the Textus Receptus
is retained we have to explain either the erroneous connexion of certain
phrases with the Tradition of the first cup or else the double mention of
the same cup; in either case it is possible that the impression, to say the
least of it, that Eucharistic language is used of the first cup, may have
1
J. T. S. vol. iv pp. 184 ff.
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led to the 'Western' omission of the second. But in my opinion the
presence in St. Luke's account of additional details so striking as
the words recorded in xxii 15, 16 and 21 calls even more urgently for
a complete explanation, since it is difficult to think that mere details
arose simply from an independent source similar to those used by St. Luke
for his independent sections, unless that source was something quite
distinct from the tradition common to the Synoptists, while the details
in question certainly have not the character of literary additions or
inventions by the author of the Gospel himself 1•
I venture then to propound my hypothesis that the whole section,
Luke xxii 14-23, is not the Synoptic tradition with additional details
perhaps affected by St. Paul's version, but a deliberate, though intentionally incomplete, conflation of two distinct, independent, and
perhaps equally original narratives of the Institution. Postponing for
the moment the question of the remarkable differences between the
evidently allied versions of St. Paul and the Synoptists, I shall set out
at length the verses which I suppose to belong to the specially Lucan
narrative, which may be called L, and then those belonging to the
common narrative which I will call S, distinguishing the two forms which
it assumes as SP (for St. Paul and St. Luke) and S11 (for St. Mark and
St. Matthew). I use the Revisers' Greek Testament, as Westcott
and Hort are committed to one side on an important point in the case.
To LI should attribute St. Luke xxii 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21.
1eal. O'l'f fylvf'l'O ri IJ,pa, OllE'll'fO'f, 1eal. ol a'/l'&n-o>.o& uVll aifr~. ICat fl'll'f 'll'pos
aifrovs, 'E'11'16vp.lq. l'll'E0Vp.l'Jd-a TOVro TO nauxa 'flayliv p.EI! vp.f;,,, '11'p0 'l'OV /J.f '11'a8li11•
>..ly@ yap vp.111, 0'1'& oli p.q </J&y"' aifrcS, ;,,,s O'l'OV 'll'Xl'Jp"'Bfi '" T'fi {3au1>..Elq. roii 81oii.
icat lJ1Eap.<11os '/l'O'l'~p1011 wxap1~uas fl'll'E, ll.&{3f'l'f 'l'OVro, ..:at lJ1ap.Epluan fls fovrovs•
>..iyrl> "t0P vp.'i11, Gn ov p.q 'll'l(J) a'/l'O 'l'OV lliill a'/l'O TOV "tf~p.a'l'OS "is dp.'ll'D..ov, ;.,s
8,-ov ri {3aui>..da TOV B•ov f>..80. 'll'Xq11 lllov, ri x•lp 'l'OV 'll'Opall1lioJl'l'OS /J.f p.•'1'' lp.ov
ml. n;s Tpoo•Cl'JS·

With St. Mark xiv 2 5.
dp.q11 >.I-yo> v,.U11, 87'1 oli..:(n p.q ,,.U., l1C ,.W "tf"~/J.OTOS "is ap.'ll'<Aov, lOJs "is
rjp.(pas licd"l'Js 8Ta11 ali'l'O fl'WO> 1Ca&11011 l11 T'fi {3au&>..•lq. 'l'OV 8Eoii.

And St. Matthew xxvi 29.
).{y@ lJE v,.U11, 8'1'1 olJ p.q 'II'{,,,

n;r rjp.<pas

aw' tlp-r& l1C ,-o6'1'ov roii y•~p.a'l'or "is dp.'ll'fAov,

'""'"'1' O'l'all awo 'll'i110> p.Ell vp.lD11

m&M}ll ' "

fO>S

T'fi {3aui>..f~ 'l'OV 'll'a'l'pOS ,,.ov.

To S would remain the points which are more or less common to
St. Paul and the Synoptists, which may be subdivided as follows : 1 Mr. Frankland (The Early Eucharist, pp. ""6-7 and App. A) bas recently applied
the 'two autograph' theory of St. Luke's Gospel to the latter part of this narrative;
but his reconstruction by inclusion of all the details of his •six accounts' seems to
me highly uncritical.
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St. Luke xxii 19,

20.

"AafJl.i11 ?tpro11 •lixapurrquas
£..:>..au,, Kal £1JIDK£11 avro'is ">.£yID11, Toiiro
lur, TO uwµa µov 'TO V1rEp vµw11 a,30_
µ•vo11' ToiiTo 1TO,ii'T£ •ls '"111 lµq11
\
\
,
t
,
l(a' 'TO 'ITO'TTJP'Oll CllUalJ'TCllS
µ<Ta TO /Jnmnjuai ">.£y"'11, Toii'To TO .,,~
p,011 q l(al~ /JiaB~K1/ Ell 'Tri atp.ari µov,
rO VrrEp Vp.Wv E1exv110p.111011.
..:al

St. Mark xiv 22 1 23 1 24.

I Cor. xi 24 1 25.
;">.afJ,,, tlpro11 l(al •lixap'ur"uas

,7.,,.,

;l(">.au•, l(al
Toiir6 µov lurl TO
uwµa 'TO w£p vµ@,11' 'TOV'TO 1rOiEi'TE ds
'"111 lµq11 avaµ1111u,11. wuavTC11s l(al TO
'IT~p,011 µ£Ta TO /Jnmnjuai, "AE-y"'"•
Toii'To 'TO 'ITOTqp,011 q l(U1Vq a,a8qK1/ lurl11
b ,-cp Ep.'f aip.ari· roiiro 1TOLE'iTE, OuU«:is
&JJ 'lr{"T/TE, Els Tqll £µq11 avap.111/U'll•

St. Matthew xxvi 26, 27,, 28.

l(al lu8,011TC1111 airrii>111 ">.afJl.i11 tlp.,.011

•v">.oyfiuas EK"Aau• l(al ;aCl)l(£11 awo'is,
1eal El1rE' Ail(3£Tf. roVTO lr:rr' Tb ,,.a,µ.a
µov. l(al ">.af!l.i11 .,,~p,011 •lixap,urquas
£aOJ1<£11
alrrotr, «a.l 17riov J~ ain-oii
7TtiVTES'" 1eal E17rEV alrro'ir, ToVTO luT~
'TO arµa µov Tijs !Ji.aBfi"'ls 'TO v.,,;p
.,,o>..">.w11 lKxv110µ•"°"·

lu8,6VT"'" /Je aww11, "AafJl.i11 o 'I11uoiis
tlprov l(al <li"Aoyquas El("llau•, l(al /Jovs
To'is µa811TCiis
AafJ•T•, cpayn•·
TOVTO Eur' TO o-6>µ&. µov. 1eal A~~lJI
'lroTfip,011 l(al •llxap'ur~uas £!JC111C<11 aliToir AEy6>v, IIlrrE E~ aVToiJ 7r&11TEs·
....
,
'
\
T
,
\
..
TOIJ'TO yap EUT' TO aiµa µov, TO TT/S
/JiaBfi"'ls, To 7r•pl 7ro"A"Aw11 El(XV"°µE"°"
Els iJ.cj>EU£11 apnpT£0Jll•

.1.,,.,

The next step is to attempt a restoration, necessarily very rough and
conjectural, of the two independent narratives L and S, premising
that, if St. Luke's account is really a conflation, the author would
omit phrases which were identical or very similar, even if he thereby to
some extent confused the two versions, though he did not intend to
render them altogether indistinguishable.
The first narrative, which I call L, would be something like this :-

"'
,
,
, , '\ uvv
' atJ'T<j>.
, ... KOi\ ['\l\a,.,Cllll
Q'
KUI' O'T£
•y•llE'TO
.,,t Co>pa, a11nr•u•, Ka& 0 I a'frOU'T0/\0£
ap'TOll
·li"Aoyfiuas]
7rpOs allTovs, 'E7r18vµlg E1r£Bvµ11ua TOWO TO 7Tauxa cpayfi11 µ£8'
vµ'i11 7rp0 'TOV µ£ '1Ta8.i11• "Aly"' yap V/Ltll, &n oll µq cpay"' awo, l"'s &rov 7r"A1/pC118ij Ell
Tjj fJaui"A•lg 'TOV 8<0ii. Kal a.~aµ£11os 'IT~P'°" •lixapiurqo'as
A&fJ•TE Toii'To,
~
/
,
r
'
'\,
\
t
,,..
~
,
\
I
'
'
...
,..
[']
Kai\ uiaµ•piua'TE
EIS
£alJ'TOIJS"
l\EY"'
yap
vµw,
OT& ov µ11 'ITICI> Q'frO 'TOV lllJll
EK TOV~
Y'""T,µa'TOS 'Tijs aµ1r£Aov; ECllS O'TOIJ q fJaui"A•la TOV 8Eoii E">.8y. 'IT"Aq11 laov, q x•lp
TOV 7rapa!J,a&vros µ• µd lµov
'Tijs 'Tp=•C11s.
d

,

,

\

H

,r.,,.

,7.,,,,

ml

In this reconstruction I have preferred the briefer form of the words
which follow the Tradition of the Cup because St. Luke would hardly have
cut down the striking phrase, EIDS 'Tijs ~µ£pas EK£l1111s &ra~ aliro 'ITLll«> [µ•8' vµa111]
Kai11ov, unless he had some authority for so doing, while St. Mark and
St. Matthew do not agree as to the exact wording of what I suppose to
be an attempt to expand the meaning of lK Toii Y'""fiµaTos 'Tijs &µ.,,E">.ov
in a mystical sense; on the other hand I have preferred their /IC to
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St. Luke's dmS because the latter may have come from the preceding
' ' Tov.....
airo
111111.
The second narrative is more difficult to reconstruct, owing to the
differences between SP and S111 ; but may have run originally somewhat
as follows :Kal lu8..0J1Tro11 alrr<i>11, "'A.a{Ji:w lJ.p.,.011 n~Xoyijuas lK"'AauE, Kal l8roKEll aliTo'i:s, Kal
El1TE, ToiiTO E<rr, TO aWµ.&. p.ov, TO Vrrfp {1µ.&v a1.a&µ.E11011· T'OVTo 1TOtE'iTE ElS' ri,v Eµqv
dvaµ.Vlj<T&ll. Kal >..a{Ji:w 'lro"1p&o11 •lixapiun,uas l8roKEll alrro'is >..Eyrov, ToiJTo TO
7TOTqpio11 ii 1C0111ij awOqlCTJ l<TTl11 l11 .,.re atµ.=l µ.ov, TO fnr(p bµ<i>11 ltex11110µ.•11011• TOVTO
'1rOLEiTE Elr .,.q,, Eµ.qv dv&.µ.vquiv.
.

As this may seem merely an arbitrary conflation of the two parallel
versions', I will explain that it proceeds on the idea that St. Paul's,
though the earliest account in point of time, is freer in point of state-.
ment, especially in the phrases c:iuavTros, ouaKis &11 irl,,,,.,.E, and p.ETa .,.o
8uir11ijuai, and that in these points he has directly affected St. Luke,
though the latter by retaining .,.;, birtp bµ.<i>v a,a,;,_,fllOll and TO birtp bµ<i>11
'"x11v0µ.•11011 shows that he was not entirely dependent on St. PauL I have
followed sr on the other hand rather than S111 in the important difference
ii Ka&vij 8m8qlCtJ l11 .,.4i atµ.a.,.l µ.011, because that phrase could hardly be considered a legitimate development from .,.o alµ& µ.ov Tijs 8ia8q1CfJs, while the
latter may have been produced from the former, partly by the influence
of the Old Testament, partly by assimilation to .,.o u<i>µ.& µ.011, and partly
by an unconscious desire to find a more accurate construction for .,.o
virip bµ.<i>11 lKx1111&µ•vov. This implies that S111 is a later version than SP of
S, and has been perhaps affected by liturgical formulae in Aa/3•n or
AafJ•.,.•, cf>ay•n, and nt..,.. l~ alrrov irallTES. The differences between
St. Mark and St. Matthew are normal, and the phrase Els lJ.cf>•ui11 aµ.apn<i>v
can hardly be anything but a gloss due to the latter author. The
differences between St. Paul and St. Luke are not greater than would
be expected between a writer who is quoting from memory in the course
of an argument and one who has both the original document and his
friend's quotation before him or within his recollection.
The parallel verses Mark xiv 25 and Matthew xxvi 29 raise a more
difficult question ; ·but the phrases they contain seem so much more
coherent with the rest of L than with the end of S, that I incline to
regard them as an accretion from the one account on to the Qther in the
latest stage of the development of the Synoptic narrative before it took
literary form at all.
On these lines it would not be very difficult to answer the next question
that arises, namely, in what manner the four extant accounts are derived
from the original narratives L and S. No doubt this problem would be
simplified if one adopted the 'Western' text in St. Luke; but on the
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whole I think it more likely that the 'Western' text itself is due to the
desire to simplify. Subject then to what has been said about the difficulty of reconstructing S out of SP and S11, and about the fragment of L
which is appended to S11, we may characterize the four accounts as
follows:{1) St. Paul's version is the oldest in its present form and also the
simplest. It appears to be a slightly condensed form of S, as quoted from
memory; and S may have been in St. Paul's time not a document at
all but an oral narrative incorporated in an inchoate liturgy.
(2) St. Mark gives S from a document, after it has absorbed a fragment of L probably from oral tradition, and after it has been affected by
the liturgical formulae of the Eucharist.
(3) St. Matthew, as usual in plain narrative, uses St. Mark or his
documentary authority with considerable freedom.
(4) St. Luke must have been acquainted with both L and S. It is
probable that he used both St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians and
the Gospel of St. Mark. But, unless he simply invented, he must also in
the course of his researches have come across the other narrative which
I have called L, and considered it of such importance that he conflated
it and the current version with a minimum of alteration, viz. the omission
of words actually common to both and the retention in its proper place
only of the sentence about the fruit of the vine which had strayed (in
disguise) from L into S. He preserved both the phrases about the
Tradition of the Cup because they were different; he omitted the phrase
about the Breaking of the Bread because it was the same, though it is
difficult to see why he made the omission in the first rather than in the
second part of his compound narrative.
But however closely this working hypothesis might account for the
phenomena of the four existing versions, it would be useless and worthless if the two narratives, supposed to be the original constituents of
them, were not in themselves plausible. It is therefore necessary to
consider carefully the various possibilities as to the origin and relation
of Land S.
(1) That they should be different halves of the same original account
of the same stage in the Last Supper is in the highest degree improbable,
since, though it is no doubt possible to fit them into one another in
various ways\ of which perhaps the best would be to place the words in
L accompanying the Bread and the Cup in either case before the words
of tradition in S, the various versions as they stand would almost
inevitably show distinct traces of having been formed by separation.
And it would be even more difficult to account for St. Luke's transpositions than for the Synoptists' omissions, if there was an original
1

For instance, as in the Prayer of Consecration.
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narrative containing all the points. But they may be (2) different
accounts of the same stage of the Last Supper, or (3) accounts of
different stages of it, or (4) traditions of unequal value, at any rate as to
the words which accompanied our Lord's acts in the Institution of the
Eucharist.
(2) The simplest hypothesis as to two different versions of the same
events is that one of them, probably S as apparently more generally
current, contains St. Peter's recollections of our Lord's language, while
the other ( L) represents those of another disciple, possibly St. John,
especially if the phrases about the kingdom of God and the fruit of the
vine can be taken as the speaker's thoughts uttered out loud, rather than
as His explicit directions to the whole table. It may be remarked that
the phrases of L, if they really refer, as I am supposing, to the Institution
itself, resemble St. John's Eucharistic discourses in being indirect and
inferential ; it is perhaps accidental that a Hebraism similar to that of
Luke xxii 15 occurs in John iii 29, and in close connexion with the
word 'lmr'Aqp0>Ta,. There is no inherent improbability in supposing that
even at so solemn a moment witnesses might differ as to their memory
of the actual phrases ; and that the attention of one disciple might be
arrested by the mysterious promises or prophecies, while the more
practical mind might be observing the symbolical actions and the words
more distinctly referring to them.
(3) But it is probably more natural to interpret the two narratives as
referring to different, though perhaps not widely separated, stages of the
same incident, which may or may not have been originally included in
the same narrative. In the accounts of the Last Supper, even in
St. John's Gospel, we read in a few minutes all that is recorded of the
proceedings which occupied some hours, and we cannot suppose that
we have every word and act recorded and correctly spaced. It is
possible that the vaguer phrases of L represent the Eli'Aoyla and ,lJxap,uTla
by which the acts of Institution were prefaced. It is perhaps more
tempting to conjecture that as the bread and the cup, delivered with
this antithetic and almost poetical language circulated among the Twelve,
some questioning word or glance elicited an explanation of the acted
and spoken symbolism in terms which did not differ materially from
the phrases of S. These, as more distinctly impressive and more easily
remembered, would inevitably tend to supplant the original sentences,
especially if at an early period they were seen to be available for
liturgical purposes. If then S could be regarded as an authentic and
immediate exposition of L in the words in which they differ, this would
explain not only its superior prevalence but the manner in which it is
treated by St. Luke, when he brings it into juxtaposition with L, without
actually obliterating the distinction between the two. I do not say that
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there is any evidence for such a supposition ; but it is at least in our
Lord's manner to explain without much delay His acted as well as His
spoken parables or allegories.
(4) If, however, the supposition which I consider the most plausible,
viz. that L and S are independent traditions of different stages of the
same scene, were held to be too complex, it would no doubt be necessary
to pronounce one account superior in authenticity and antiquity to the
other. In that case I should not hesitate to assign priority to L over S.
It may sound paradoxical to prefer the later to the earlier writer ; but
this is not unfrequently done where there is reason to believe that one
author is intentionally, even if tacitly, correcting a predecessor, as is
apparently the case in many of the differences between St. John and
the Synoptic tradition. If we bear in mind how rarely we are able to
consider any historical utterances as actually verbatim reports of the
language used, we might even regard both narratives as attempts to
recall the same acts and words. But I think we should consider that
the phraseology of L, with its Hebraisms, its parallelism, and its indirectnesses, is the more likely to be correct in substance. If the disciples
bore in mind, I will not say the language of the longer Eucharistic discourses about the True Bread, the Bread from Heaven, the Bread of
Life, but merely the phrases which their Master had just used of Himself as the True Vine, they would surely have paraphrased the words of
L in some such form as S ; but on the other hand we can see nothing
in S which could naturally suggest so intangible an interpretation of
its language as L. Even if S were n~ original, then, it might be what
I may call a justifiable gloss upon L. The command to take the bread
and all drink of the cup are not more expressive than the acts of
delivery ; or at any rate St. Mark did not think so. The explanation
of the elements as the body given and the blood shed on behalf of the
disciples for the initial step in the establishment of a new and Christian
Covenant, is implicit in the ideas of eating this last and first passover
and of drinking the fruit of the vine next in the completed kingdom of
God. There may have been liturgical formulae which influenced the
earliest stages of that account which we know primarily from St. Paul ;
but the extent to which St. Paul himself would have been prepared to
infer it as a practical restatement of the words of Institution as supposed
to be given in L may be estimated from his own comment on the
meaning of the rite itse!f-duaicis yap &11 lu6l'ln To11 tlpT011 ToilTov ical To 'lro,.;,p1011
'lrL111JTf, Tov 6a11aT011 Tov Kvpiov icaTayy£XAfTf, t1xpis oo &,, ;A(}ll (1 Cor. xi 26).
It will be observed that this theory, if accepted, would fall in with the
view, which I believe to be the only one consistent with the statements
of the Gospels taken as a whole, that the Last Supper was an anticipated
Passover, and that the Lord's Supper is a dematerialized perpetuation
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of the Paschal 'sacrament.' I propound it, however, simply as a solution
of the notorious difficulties of the Lucan narrative, and on the chance
that the consideration of it by more learned critics may suggest some
corroboration from the stores of textual and patristic evidence which
are now applied so successfully to the elucidation of our documents.
HERBERT E. D. BLAKJSTON.

ON THE EARLY TEXTS OF THE ROMAN CANON.
IT is proposed in this paper 1 to examine the various readings of the
early texts of the Roman Canon as contained in the mass-books from
the seventh to the ninth century, with a view to aSC!!ftain how they
may fall into classes or families; and to indicate briefly some of the
questions which the results of the comparison raise.
The texts to be considered are those in the following books : ( 1) the
Bobbio Missa~ Paris B. N. lat 13,246, Delisle Mbn{Jire, No. vi (cited
as Bo). (2) The Stowe Missal, now in the Library of the Royal Irish
Academy (St) 2• (3) The Missale Francorum, MS Vat. Regin. 257,
Delisle No. iv (Fr). (4) The Gelasianum, MS Vat. Regin. 316, Delisle
No. ii ( G V). (5) Rheinau MS 30 at Zurich, Wilson's R, Delisle No. ix (R).
(6) St. Gall MS 348, Wilson's S, Delisle No. x (S}. (7) The Angouleme
Sacramentary, Paris B. N. lat. 816, Delisle No. xv (Ang). (8) The
Gellone Sacramentary, Paris B. N. lat. 12,048, Delisle No. vii (Gell).
(9) Paris B. N. lat. 2296, a MS which, though of late date and widely
departing from its congeners, must be classed with the MSS of the
eighth-century revision of Gelas; Delisle l".lo. xliv (2296). (10) Cambrai
MS 164, see supra, pp. 413-6 (Ca). (u) MS Vat. Regin. 337 (Reg).
(12) MS Vat. Ottobon. 313, Delisle No. xxxv (Ott).
Nos. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 have been examined by me. T)lanks to the
extreme kindness of M. Omont, Conservateur of the Department of
MSS at the Bibliotheque Nationale, and of M. de la Ronciere, Conservateur adjoint, a friend was able to take for me at once photographs
of 1 and 8. The readings of 4, 5, 6 are taken from Wilson's edition of
the Gelast"anum, iii 16 and appended notes. For 2 I follow the edition
of Dr. McCarthy (Transactt"ons of the Royal In"sh Academy, Lt"terature
and Antt"qut"tz"es, xxvii 208-19, 220), which among other advantages has
that of distinguishing by difference of type the original text from that of
the interpolator Moelcaich; Dr. McCarthy has also recovered a not
1 The following addition should be made in the previous article at p...pS 1. 2 :
In like manner, to the third Sunday of Lent is added (c. 39, note u) a 'super
populum 'which in both MSS is that of the Thursday following. Also: p. 417, I. 22,
for '240' read '241.'
' Unfortunately in his account of the Fulda MS (see Book of Cerne, pp. 235-6)
Witzel gives only those portions of the Canon that were strange to him.

